
Memorial Fees

£254

£215

£161

To carry out any additional inscription in relation to any form of memorial. £109

Permit to place a small wedge memorial in a location within the cemetery in £49

consultation with the Cemetery Team Leader

For a Full Grave the total overall height of 4' 7" (55 inches) is the size of the memorial that 

includes the headstone plate and base, above the concrete headstrips/rafts on the new 

sections or above a reinforced concrete foundation slab on the older sections.The maximum 

width permitted is 3' (36 inches) with a maximum thickness of 4 inches.                                                                            

PLEASE NOTE that a reinforced concrete and/or granite or hard stone foundation slab is not 

required ontop of the concrete headstrips/rafts on new sections, however is permitted but the 

total overall height is restricted to 4' 7" (55 inches) from the concrete headstrip/raft.

For a Cremated Remains Grave the total overall height of 2' 7" (31 inches) is the size of the 

memorial that includes the headstone plate and base, above the concrete headstrips/rafts on 

the new sections or above a reinforced concrete foundation slab on the older sections. The 

maximum width permitted is 2' (24 inches) with a maximum thickness of 3 inches.                                                                                                         

PLEASE NOTE that a reinforced concrete and/or granite or hard stone foundation slab is not 

required ontop of the concrete headstrips/rafts on new sections, however is permitted but the 

total overall height is restricted to 2' 7" (31 inches) from the concrete headstrip/raft.

It is the responsibility of the fixer mason to ensure that memorial installation is carried 

out in accordance with BS8415 (British Standard for the Memorial Masonry Industry).

For the right to erect any memorial, on a full grave where an Exclusive 

Right of Burial has been granted: (Please refer to sizing below)

For the right to erect any memorial, on a cremated remains grave where 

an Exclusive Right of Burial has been granted: (Please refer to sizing 

For the right to erect a tablet, in front of a main memorial on a full grave 

where an Exclusive Right of Burial has been granted, not exceeding 24" 

(left to right) x 18" (front to back). Slopeing tablets permitted with height 

of 5 inches at rear slopeing to 2 inches at front.
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